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Its Complicated
He's an over-achieving perfectionist. She doesn't tolerate bossy men. Grant Foster is
organized, focused, and hardworking-or as his younger sister calls it, neurotic. When the
opportunity of a lifetime-becoming the Vice President of Marketing-is within his grasp, he is
determined to succeed. He must rely on the help of an accomplished and beautiful coworker to
achieve his goal. A coworker who is as distracting as she is talented. Failure isn't an option for
Celeste Hightower. She's had to work too hard to get where she's at. Working with the man
she's had a crush on for the past four years is just another hurdle she needs to cross. Too bad
fear of failing keeps her from chasing her true dream. A workplace romance is a bad idea-they
rarely work out. And Grant doesn't break the rules. Especially with so much on the line. He
needs Celeste's help to connect with his younger siblings, though, and she needs moral
support to face her estranged father again. The more they work together outside the office, the
blurrier the lines become. When Celeste finds out she's been living a lie, and Grant's younger
sister goes missing, their relationship is put to the test.
Nerdy Penelope has never even been kissed. But that was before her hot college roommates
offer to be her study buddies...in the bedroom. It’s basically chiseled bodies, piercing eyes,
strong hands, and testosterone twenty-four-seven at her house. Now she’s got two virile men
giving her a very adult education, and the one thing she’s always been good at is being a star
pupil. The best part is she doesn’t have to choose—she gets them both and can literally do
anything she wants to them. Except keep them. Author Confession: You know and I know that
I will only ever deliver you an HEA, so sit back and enjoy the sweet, filthy love story of a nerdy
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heroine and two hunky alphamallows. Let me know which one steals your heart more. I bet you
can’t choose either. ______________________ For readers who love: Carly Phillips, Vi
Keeland, E.L. James, Elle Kennedy, Sam Crescent, Cassandra Dee Forbidden
romance,strong alpha, alpha hero, nerdy girl, bisexual, new adult romance, college,
roommates, friends to lovers, first time, alphamallow heroes, best friend's older brother,
unrequited crush, opposites attract, first love, holiday romance, Thanksgiving, Christmas,
athlete hero
Life - This small word has deeper meanings in itself. We all come across various
circumstances, different from others, we all face ups and downs, we all have different
capacities to deal with the things, we all have different understandings about our relationships,
we all have our own way to see the life, we all live our lives differently. Despite of all these, at
one or the other phase we all feel that - "It's complicated" "It's complicated" book is the
collection of poetries and short stories from 34 co-authors, where they have scribbled their
phase that when life looked complicated to them. While reading the stories you may travel
back down the memory lane, or may find the key to unlock the moment where you have been
stuck from a long but one thing is sure that this will gonna be an overwhelmed journey for all
the readers.
“A terrific debut novel . . . Mountford’s parable of the voracious global economy reminds me of
Graham Greene’s The Quiet American.” —Jess Walter, #1 New York Times-bestselling author
of The Cold Millions On his first assignment for a rapacious hedge fund, Gabriel embarks to
Bolivia at the end of 2005 to ferret out insider information about the plans of the controversial
president-elect. If Gabriel succeeds, he will get a bonus that would make him secure for life.
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Standing in his way are his headstrong mother, a survivor of Pinochet’s Chile, and Gabriel’s
new love interest, the president’s passionate press liaison. Caught in a growing web of lies
and questioning his own role in profiting from an impoverished people, Gabriel sets in motion a
terrifying plan that could cost him the love of all those he holds dear. Set against the stunning
mountainous backdrop of La Paz and interspersed with Bolivia’s sad history of stubborn
survival, this examines the critical choices a young man makes as his world closes in on him.
“Both of the book’s settings—desperately poor but proud La Paz, the world’s highest-altitude
capital, and the world of go-go high finance, a realm about which Mountford clearly knows his
stuff—are well rendered. The author is especially good at conveying the visceral and intellectual
thrills of stock speculation/manipulation . . . smart, intricate, fast-paced.” —Kirkus Reviews
“One of the most compelling and thought-provoking novels I’ve read in years.” —David
Shields, author of Other People Winner of the Washington State Book Award
Presents a collection of interviews and photographs of American teenagers in which they
describe their lives.
A rock'n'roll muse and the rock star she inspires are a rare breed: they're not sleeping together.
It's just not like that. (short story)
Newman, a field agent for the Creature Removal Department, is struggling to get over a bad
break up and his new partner, Gwen, isn't making it any easier. But could it turn out that the girl
making his life miserable, is the best thing that ever happened to him?Romance, monster
slaying, and plenty of comedy fill Newman Volume One.
Denise is a married woman with what appears to be the perfect life. All of her friends and
family are jealous of what she has, so why isn’t she happy? Like many women in her thirties
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she is starting to miss the 20 percent of life she feels like she is not getting at home. Tisha
spends every day at work teaching children to “aim for the moon and even if you miss you will
land among the stars,” but when she goes home, she allows her children to bear witness to
the world’s greatest tragedy, a woman who doesn’t know her own worth. She should be
reading “How to Find a Good Man for Dummies!” She refuses to admit that the way she is
being treated by her man is completely unacceptable. Taylor should be the fifth member of the
Sex and the City cast. She is highly successful in her professional life, but she is a complete
loser when it comes to keeping a man. Honestly, she can’t figure out if her professional growth
is scaring the good men away, or if she has some bad habits that men refuse to live with.
Relationship Status: It’s Complicated! Is a novel about women and their struggle to
understand how to maintain a positive relationship with men. Women claim that there are no
good men out there, but they constantly overlook their own mistakes that create the messes
that they call relationship. Relationship Status: It’s Complicated! takes a full body mirror and
places it in front of every women and forces them to take a hard look at who they are, and
where they fall short in relationships. Relationship Status: It’s Complicated! shares the stories
that every woman is afraid to tell, but can’t help relating to!

A l’extérieur, sur le balcon de mon boss, ne portant que mes sous-vêtements ?
Ce n'est pas comme ça que je m'attendais à commencer mon samedi matin. Je
suppose que j'aurais dû réfléchir davantage avant de rentrer chez moi avec mon
nouveau professeur de gym sexy, d'autant plus que je n'avais aucune idée qu’il
était marié. Alors il m'a poussé dehors juste 2 secondes avant que sa femme ne
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franchisse la porte, j'ai sauté d'un balcon à l’autre, et puis mieux valait que çà
soit un inconnu qui me trouve en petite tenu que sa femme. C'était une bonne
idée. Sauf qu’en regardant à travers la fenêtre du balcon, j'aperçois mon boss
seul sur son canapé… l’horreur que dois-je faire ? J'ai deux choix : Je peux rester
ici et mourir de froid, ou je peux frapper à la fenêtre et voir comment il
m’accueillera en sous vêtements... Après une longue dispute interne avec moimême, je choisis la deuxième option ! Rien ne va plus…
Starting from an analysis of practices of participation in contemporary print and
other media, the volume opens up a historical perspective, probing the potential
of the concept of participatory cultures for the exploration of past forms of
collaboration between individual and collective actors (i.e. authors, editors,
publishers, fans, critics etc.). In doing so, the volume sheds new light on the
historically, culturally, and medially specific forms and functions as well as on the
economic, political and institutional parameters that contributed to the emergence
and transformation of what turn out to be precarious alliances.
Denver Riggleman is a logical guy—he has to be, as a government data analytics
expert. But at the same time, he’s been haunted since childhood by the memory
of an inexplicable encounter with—Something—that he and his grandfather met
unexpectedly in the woods. Denver’s ongoing curiosity about what it might have
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been, and his fascination with the fringe element of Bigfoot Believers, leads him
on an “official” investigation into the world of Bigfoot’s fervent disciples and their
eclectic belief systems. The Mating Habits of Bigfoot takes you deep into a world
dedicated to studying a creature whose existence cannot be proved, but that
doesn’t stop its devotees from learning its habits, language, and dietary
preferences. Wandering haphazardly through the woods, seeing things that
aren’t there and hoping for the miracle of provable contact, the Bigfoot crusaders
attempt to find their evasive hero-God…while speculating about whether his
anatomy is proportionate. Hilarious and thought-provoking, this book will
challenge what you think you know about reality.
A professional matchmaker and certified life coach outlines a straightforward,
optimistic guide to finding romance, discussing how to assess one's marriage
suitability, relationship etiquette in modern times, and the appropriate use of
current technology.
“Smith’s thrilling cultural insights never overshadow the wholeness of her
characters, who are so keenly observed that one feels witness to their lives.” —O,
The Oprah Magazine “A sweeping meditation on art, race, and identity that may
be [Smith’s] most ambitious work yet.” —Esquire A New York Times bestseller •
Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award for Fiction • Longlisted for the
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Man Booker Prize An ambitious, exuberant new novel moving from North West
London to West Africa, from the multi-award-winning author of White Teeth and
On Beauty. Two brown girls dream of being dancers—but only one, Tracey, has
talent. The other has ideas: about rhythm and time, about black bodies and black
music, what constitutes a tribe, or makes a person truly free. It's a close but
complicated childhood friendship that ends abruptly in their early twenties, never
to be revisited, but never quite forgotten, either. Tracey makes it to the chorus
line but struggles with adult life, while her friend leaves the old neighborhood
behind, traveling the world as an assistant to a famous singer, Aimee, observing
close up how the one percent live. But when Aimee develops grand philanthropic
ambitions, the story moves from London to West Africa, where diaspora tourists
travel back in time to find their roots, young men risk their lives to escape into a
different future, the women dance just like Tracey—the same twists, the same
shakes—and the origins of a profound inequality are not a matter of distant
history, but a present dance to the music of time. Zadie Smith's newest book,
Grand Union, published in 2019.
This coloring book has 36 one sided pages to color. It is highly detailed for those
who like a more challenging coloring experience. Here is a video of all of the
pictures in this book. https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhXKwlFMUd0
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A young man came to know that he was adopted that and his biological father,
who was alive, asked his foster parents to promise to keep his identity hidden at
all costs. But he knew the truth that his father married another woman and he
had a stepsister. He decided to reveal this truth to his wife-to-be, who was his
stepsister’s best friend. While his past love affairs still haunted him, he was left
with numerous questions. Would she accept what happened in his life? Why was
he adopted? Would he be able to meet his father and stepsister and stay with his
new family? His life always had many unexpected twists and turns. He decided
that no matter how much twists and turns his life offered him, he should get going
and should imbibe an ability to be adaptable and flexible as it would help him to
stay open to all the hidden gifts that life offered him.
Creating a safe and trusting environment is a pivotal concern within any
professional setting. By increasing awareness and providing accurate
information, misbehavior problems can more easily be prevented. Sexual
Misconduct in the Education and Human Services Sector is a pivotal reference
source for the latest scholarly research on effective guidelines and frameworks
for ensuring appropriate professional conduct, and presents innovative methods
for the proper training of employees. Focusing on imperative concepts and
applicable real-world examples, this book is ideally designed for managers,
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researchers, and professionals interested in the prevention of inappropriate
behavior in the workplace.
Surveys the online social habits of American teens and analyzes the role
technology and social media plays in their lives, examining common
misconceptions about such topics as identity, privacy, danger, and bullying.
Examines the Book of Mormon not as scripture or fraud, but as a highly influential
work of literature, with an emphasis on the distinctive voices of its three main
narrators, Nephi, Mormon, and Moroni.
Santa baby, I’ve really been an awful bad girl... If the city ever decides to put a
sign on my front door, it will say, “Good Girl Gone Bad.” This year I am definitely
on Santa’s naughty list and it’s not even my own fault. How was I supposed to
know that when I asked for a boyfriend for Christmas, that my wish would be
granted; with not one, but two suitors vying for my heart? When one problem
becomes two... My two suitors are exact opposites. Lucas, the corporate hottie,
wants me to spend Christmas Eve at his penthouse and Connor, the bad boy
rockstar wants to take me to an isolated cabin on Christmas Day. I’ve agreed to
both invitations. Hey, a girl has to explore her options. The Christmas surprise I
didn’t see coming... And then everything went wrong. Because who couldn’t see
this trainwreck coming; asides from me? Both guys wanted to see me on New
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Year's Eve: each one sliding a naughty note under my door promising copious
amounts of spiced eggnog and an even spicier night. The only problem was
they’d both invited me to the same party. Turns out they were connected in a
way I never saw coming. It’s complicated doesn’t even begin to express my
dilemma. The only thing I know is that at midnight, the fireworks going off aren’t
just going to be in the sky.
After flunking out of vet school and losing his fiancée, Paul is at his lowest when
he meets cynical pawnbroker El. Can El convince Paul that he's worthy of love...
and himself that attachment isn't so bad?
I started writing this book keeping in mind; it should be shared with everyone.
This story has thrilled me in every aspect and I could not resist myself from
writing the same. This can happen with anyone. you might find this story
unacceptable but we have to understand the fact that life of any one can take
wrong turn if it's not given proper guidance or care when needed. In family we
need to understand each other's need basis time and requirement. Small things
impact a lot in life and this is something we have to understand. We run behind
future but what if you’re present is not good. You cannot make your future better
indeed. This story have made me realize one thing that; you cannot force anyone
(especially a girl ) to either get in to a relationship or come out of any relationship
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till the time you don't understand the pros/cons of that relationship. So first
understand why it's important for that person and even if you don't like it (being a
parent) try making them understand the reason behind you want your loved ones
to be away from the person/place or things you don't like (politely with care and
respect). I think, not completely but some aspects are somewhere related to
everyone's life and we can correlate it easily without any hitch. "Understanding
your loved ones is very important"
Inspired from a real life incident,the story will take you on a trip of immature,
innocent love and pain,emphasizing on a true friendship. Aditya,a nerd who
keeps no interest in being in a relationship,once falls in love with a girl named
Rutuja,who is a modern type of girl. Everything between the two seems to be
good until the things get nasty and Aditya decides to attempt suicide. Will Aditya
give away his life or has destiny written something different for him?
They call him the Anaconda, and I'm pretty sure it isn't because he likes snakes.
Nick Jenson is my neighbor. My hot, oh-so-sexy, very-well-equipped neighbor
that I'd spend hours watching from the safety of my bedroom window. I saw lots
of things I probably shouldn't have. Sometimes I'd touch myself, imagining it were
his hands roaming over my body instead of my own. I had just one mission-to
find out if the rumors were true. Then one day, he caught me watching him. I was
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mortified. I was prepared to quit college, move to another country, and live the
rest of my life saying, "Nick who?" But, apparently, life had other ideas. Because
Nick? Well, he isn't just my neighbor ... He's also my father's best friend. If I
thought things were difficult before, they were about to get a whole lot more
complicated. Oh, and those rumors? Holy f...., were they true ...
A fascinating examination of technological utopianism and its complicated
consequences. In The Charisma Machine, Morgan Ames chronicles the life and
legacy of the One Laptop per Child project and explains why—despite its
failures—the same utopian visions that inspired OLPC still motivate other projects
trying to use technology to “disrupt” education and development. Announced in
2005 by MIT Media Lab cofounder Nicholas Negroponte, One Laptop per Child
promised to transform the lives of children across the Global South with a small,
sturdy, and cheap laptop computer, powered by a hand crank. In reality, the
project fell short in many ways—starting with the hand crank, which never
materialized. Yet the project remained charismatic to many who were captivated
by its claims of access to educational opportunities previously out of reach.
Behind its promises, OLPC, like many technology projects that make similarly
grand claims, had a fundamentally flawed vision of who the computer was made
for and what role technology should play in learning. Drawing on fifty years of
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history and a seven-month study of a model OLPC project in Paraguay, Ames
reveals that the laptops were not only frustrating to use, easy to break, and hard
to repair, they were designed for “technically precocious boys”—idealized
younger versions of the developers themselves—rather than the children who
were actually using them. The Charisma Machine offers a cautionary tale about
the allure of technology hype and the problems that result when utopian dreams
drive technology development.
Her summer of raw emotion and unbridled passion... Bliss Camden didn’t know what she was
signing up for when the employment agency sent her to the Wylder Colt Ranch as a live-in
housekeeper for best friends and ranch owners, Levi Colt and Wylder Madison. The two rough,
ready, and wild cowboys make her feel things she’s never felt before...things she shouldn’t
feel about her employers. Wicked things. Things they want to teach her all about. It’s wrong.
It’s primal. It’s delicious. She’s not experienced enough to deal with one dominating cowboy,
much less two. Besides, they’d never look twice at a frumpy wallflower like her...would they?
Author Confession: I see you, reader. I know what you want. Alphamallow heroes and
awkward, nerdy heroines. It’s a ranch, so there might be roping, riding, and wrangling. Ahem.
And the swords. They touch.
After their umpteenth breakup, Brad Sweeney and Jeff Hayden are living apart and starting
over from scratch. The morning after a promising first date, they're more optimistic than ever
that they can make it work this time. Until Jeff's ex-wife and business partner calls to announce
she's pregnant... with Jeff's baby. Brad's already competing with a demanding business for
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Jeff's time. Now there's a baby on the way, and worse, he's afraid Jeff is still carrying a torch
for the woman who's carrying his child. Jeff is desperately trying to keep everything in his life
together, but before he can even get his head around the news that he's going to be a father,
his ex announces she wants to leave Tucker Springs. Now he has to either take over her role
at the shop while ferrying the baby back and forth from Denver, or move the business-and
himself-with her. Brad and Jeff knew reconciliation wouldn't be easy, but they're rapidly running
out of room for compromise. And sooner or later, something has to give. This previously
published book is #7 in the Tucker Springs series, and can be read as a standalone.
From bestselling author and the star of Food Network’s The Kitchen, It’s Not Complicated
offers recipes designed to simplify cooking (and life!) After years of throwing lavish, carefully
planned dinner parties, hosting numerous food shows, and jet-setting across the globe, Katie
Lee has settled down. Having recently married the love of her life, Lee prefers quiet dinners
with her family to multi-day cooking affairs for dozens of guests. Pasta every Sunday. Thick cut
rib eyes. Ideas for cooking vegetables that go beyond roasting. A perfect brownie. In short, her
life is guided by a new principle: Things don’t need to be complicated to be good. In It's Not
Complicated, Katie Lee, author, influencer, and Food Network star, offers 100 of her favorite
recipes that are easy, yet exciting—and always delicious. Written for the veteran chef and
kitchen novice alike, Lee’s recipes have few ingredients and simple steps that are meant to
ease up your life. Perfect for weeknights, but special enough for having people over, It’s Not
Complicated shares the recipes people really want: classic, unfussy sure-things. *for full
directions on the Creamy Spinach Artichoke Pasta, visit
https://www.abramsbooks.com/errata/craft-errata-its-not-complicated/*
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Violet Archer has an amazing new job and an amazing man.She'd be dancing on the ceiling, if
she didn't have a pathological hatred of dancing. And if she wasn't terrified of screwing up her
first campaign as the creative director of a hot new ad agency. And if she didn't have to keep
her relationship with her totally hot best friend, Ethan Fraser, a secret. And if Ethan's list of past
conquests didn't read like a Who's Who of the bloody advertising industry.Violet thought she
and Ethan were a rock-solid team. But under the weight of all the secrecy, she feels their
relationship - and herself - begin to crumble like a stale croissant. There's no going back to
when life was simpler and they had nothing to hide. But can Ethan and Violet find a way
forward before it's too late?DISCLAIMER: My characters are just like real people - they drop
the occasional f-bomb and have sex. If you don't like reading about such things then this book
mightn't be for you.
Too often our friendships with other women can be marked by drama, competition, betrayal,
and unforgiveness. As women, we can cause one another deep pain, creating wounds in need
of healing. But we were made for connection and healthy friendships with other women to
cheer each other on and fulfill our God-breathed purpose--together. Through vulnerable
personal stories laden with joy, heartache, mistakes, and lessons learned, Andi invites you on
a journey of navigating the complications that can come in friendships with other women. With
practical and biblical applications throughout, this book will empower you to do the work by first
facing yourself and untangling the mess, then seeking reconciliation for genuine connection,
and building authentic friendships, even when it's been painful or complicated in the past.
Contrary to popular belief, a relationship doesn’t end when they have broken up. A few
relationships are stuck in between, somewhere, in sometime; trapped between the shore and
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the destination. She has moved on but I didn’t. We both are unhappy without each other but
still, we cannot meet. She still cares, she still loves me, but she is still angry with me for what I
did. And we don’t seem to have the strength to come back to what we had. But my
relationship status will remain It’s Still Complicated till she comes back, no matter what… This
is a story which will never end as few stories are better to be left in between and few people
are better to be left stuck as if they are pulled out they would either die or break, maybe, god
has forgot to complete their story or he is still writing it.
Een gescheiden echtpaar ontmoet elkaar weer na vijf jaar, terwijl zij beiden op huwelijksreis
zijn met hun nieuwe partner.
From USA Today Bestselling Author Khardine Gray writing as Bella Fontaine, comes a sexy,
sassy Fake Fiancée romance. What would you do if your boss offered you two million dollars
to pretend to be his fiancée?I had a sick father who needed treatment. A mountain of bills to
pay, and... come on it's two million dollars, not ten bucks!Sure, Patterson Flynn is without a
doubt a billionaire playboy who had a taste for easy women and fast cars. And sure, as his PA,
I should know better than to agree to something so absurd. I've been witness to his craziness
for the last five years. Five years of that man could drive anybody insane and realistically if you
play with fire you will get burned.The money is tempting, oh so tempting, but there's something
else too...I'm curious...My eyes haven't been closed for the last five years. I noticed him.Him,
with his dreamy eyes I could get lost in. Him, with those good looks reserved for Hollywood,
and that body that makes me think of hot, sinful things that would make my priest blush. I'm
curious to see what it would be like to be on his arm. I'm curious to see how this little
arrangement will play out. I'm curious to know if the scorching hot kiss he gave me when we
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weren't pretending was real. We're getting close, and so far over the line we crossed we can't
even see it anymore. I try to keep telling myself it's not real. I just wished I believed it...Author
note-Please note a few minor adjustments have been made to this edition of the novel to tie in
with the spin-off novel, Back to you. It will not affect your enjoyment of the story xx
Step into picture-perfect Wilshire, home to some of the most privileged people in the world,
where one woman's desperate act could bring the precariously balanced social order crashing
down... Wilshire, Connecticut, the gilded enclave of Manhattan's prosperous elite, appears to
be a vision of suburban tranquility: the mansions are tastefully designed, the lawns are expertly
manicured, and the streets are as hushed as the complexities in the residents' lives. While
Wilshire's husbands battle each other in the financial world, their wives manage their estates
and raise the next elite generation. Some women are envied, some respected, and others
simply tolerated. But regardless of where they stand, each woman is defined by the world she
inhabits and bound by the unyielding social structure that surrounds her. Rosalyn Barlow, the
most envied woman in Wilshire, is waging a battle of social manipulation to silence the
scandalous gossip that threatens her daughter's reputation while her self-made billionaire
husband grows more and more distant in his young retirement. But for fourteen year-old Caitlin
Barlow, navigating life as a teenager in a culture of wealth and sexual promiscuity has become
far more perilous than either of her parents knows. Newcomer Sarah Livingston has nothing
but disdain for everyone and everything around her and a growing terror at having another
child in a world she's come to resent. As she is pulled into the Barlow family's storm, the walls
begin to close in around her marriage and the life she once thought she wanted. And for
Jacqueline Halstead, who's just discovered her husband is under investigation for fraud
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surrounding his hedge fund, saving her family from total ruin means doing the unthinkable and shaking the Barlow family, Wilshire's insular community, and herself to the core.
An alternative artistic guidebook to the Georgian capital Composed of artistic accounts that
critically reflect on recent urban and social changes in Georgia's capital Tbilisi, this book
unveils multifaceted perspectives on a city trying to negotiate its complex heritage, its
contentious present and potential for the future. It also serves as an alternative guidebook.
In the new knowledge economy, traditional modes of thinking are no longer effective.
Compartmentalizing problems and solutions and assuming everything can be solved with the
right formula can no longer keep pace with the radical changes occurring daily in the modern
business world. It’s Not Complicated offers a paradigm shift for business professionals looking
for simplified solutions to complex problems. In his straightforward and highly engaging style,
Rick Nason introduces the principles of “complexity thinking” which empower managers to
understand, correlate, and explain a diverse range of business phenomena. For example, why
some new products go viral while others remain unnoticed, how office cliques develop despite
collaborative work policies and spaces, how economic bubbles form, and how an unknown
retiree foiled one of the most carefully planned product launches ever with a single letter to the
editor of his local newspaper. Rather than consider complicated and complex as
interchangeable terms, Rick Nason explains what complexity is, how it arises, and the errors in
solving complex situations with complicated thinking. It’s Not Complicated provides managers
with fresh, counterintuitive, and actionable models for dealing with challenging business
problems.
Hot make-out session? Check. With the dreamy obstetrician? Check. While her best friend is in
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labor? Um... It’s Complicated. Josie Mendham never meant to have her own (radically
different) set of gasps and moans a few doors down from where her best friend, Laura, was
giving birth. And stealing away with the obstetrician who was consulting on Laura’s case
certainly wasn’t part of any birth plan. When Dr. Alex Derjian watched the foursome enter the
labor ward he did a doubletake: two dads? That defied biology as he knew it. Even more
intriguing was the woman with the birthing mother and the fathers: Josie, the nurse he’d been
watching from afar for months. One elevator kiss led to an on-call room soiree and soon he
was breaking every romantic rule in his playbook. Finding his way into her pants wouldn’t be
hard. But into her heart? That would be a challenge. It’s Complicated is the much-awaited
novel that combines the stories of Laura, Mike, Dylan, Josie, and Madge from the Her Two
Billionaires series with Darla, Trevor and Joe from the USA Today Bestseller Random Acts of
Crazy, with Alex and Josie at the center of it all.
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